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Context

Component-based Software Engineering [4] has proved many times good properties for code
re-use, separation of concerns, maintainability and productivity of codes. As a matter of fact, those
same properties are also needed in high performance parallel programming, where codes are dif-
ficult to produce for one given parallel hardware architecture (productivity problems), but even
more difficult to maintain, to make generic or less hardware specific.

Component-based runtime models have already been proposed without performance ove-
rhead on high performance codes [1]. Those kind of models proposes very low level and simple
concepts, as for example primitive components and method calls or MPI connections between them.
However if low-level component models bring improvment in high performance codes, a higher-
level language is needed to increase productivity and code-reuse. In this context the High Level
Component Model (HLCM) has been proposed. In this model higher level concepts as composite
components, genericity and connectors are proposed. From this higher level language a compilation
phase produces a low-level high performance component-based program. This compilation phase
is based on search, backtrack and reduction to primitive components.

A specialization calculus, called SpecMod [3], has recently been proposed. HLCM could be
formalized using this calculus. This internship takes place in this context. First, a formalization of
HLCM using SpecMod will be asked to the student, as well as an evaluation of this formalization
through the definition of parallel algorithmic skeletons [2] (parallel patterns). Second, the student
will have to write an algorithm for the HLCM compilation, which is linked to the formalization
previously done, probably based on dynamic programming with search and backtrack.
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Internship Objectives

The aim of the internship is :
— State of the art on component models, including L2C and HLCM, and on the SpecMod

calculus. State of the art on algorithmic skeletons and parallel patterns.
— The SpecMod calculus will be used to encode the HLCM model.
— This formalization will be evaluated to define parallel algorithmic skeletons.
— From this formalization the compilation algorithm of HLCM, including a search and back-

track for good components and connectors specializations, will be proposed.
— Optionnaly, the student will have the opportunity to implement its new algorithm inside

HLCM.

Comments

The internship will be at the LIP, ENS Lyon, Lyon
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